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CRYPTO CURRENCY AND DIGITAL CERTIFICATES
FAST FORWARD

Crypto Currency White Paper
Profits
With dozens of digital currencies available, investment opportunity in the market for Crypto Currency is
exploding as high as 3,475% or 21,611% and even 81,465%. Some experts will call today's crypto currency
market the biggest boom ever and, if you don’t have an initiative on the go you could be missing out on one
of the largest financial opportunities of the century.
Market Opportunity Window
The Crypto Coin market is relatively new, but established. Bitcoin is not going away. It is a reality. Crypto
currencies are here to stay, they give people the alternative of where to store value. MasterCard
International has a stored value card that can be used worldwide. Visa International also maintains a stored
value card service that delivers internationally. Banks and financial institutions have been waiting on the
sidelines to get involved in an effort to see if it’s here to stay. It’s our opinion that they are beginning to wake
up and understand that the Crypto Currency opportunity is global. That, they need to consider the
implications of trade finance and large transactions being completed without traditional Bank involvement.
More and More, Banks and Governments are realizing the value of Crypto as the new cash. Ie : Way to
PAY; That is can be held inside or outside of a bank. You can carry it with you, or send it to a friend, buy,
sell, trade, collect. Not money but transformational value. There are a number of compelling reasons why
the financial world is changing, did you know that recent studies by American Express Spending in a survey
of over 1800 people that 43 % of Americans keep cash in a home safe. Not in their bank. Confidence in
bank savings has been on the wane since 2008. Crypto is unique in that people can keep it outside of the
bank in their direct possession. This is a game changer. There are great opportunities for Banks and
Governments to benefit by issuing Crypto and providing Trade Finance services that enable the use of
Crypto Certs for high value transactions. The time is now. The reality is clear.

One World Crypto Coin
Universality and Decentralization. Multi-Currency, which includes International Currencies and Crypto
Currency. The One World Coin concept is built on the Ethereum 2 - Crypto Capital Markets. Crypto Coin
Issuing. Treasury Management. Issuer Services. Coin framework is proven and durable. It incorporates the
idea that is can be bought, sold and traded, it can also be collected and compressed into high value, One
World Treasury / PKI Certificates.

One World Treasury Cert / PKI
Trade Finance
The One World Treasury Cert / PKI ( Public Key Infrastructure ) cert is a High Value Crypto Cert that is an
aggregation of One World Coins valued and expressed in any currency with a base line in United States
Dollars. The One World Treasury PKI Cert will enable holders to aggregate to 1,000,000 and up to enable
server to server high value transactions.
What this means is that there is no longer a need for a bank, and no need for Swift and other wire transfer
services.
Crypto Capital Markets. Crypto Coin Issuing.
Treasury Management. Issuer Services. Contributors to business insider call between something strange in
the question why would anyone think it's usual CNN opted that was a big scam design to enrich its shadow
saying it’s a frontier bubble, tulip created bubble that would soon pop, add to reporters published an article
the headline Bit Coin is a Ponzi scheme the Internet’s favorite currency would soon collapse. A few people
who understand what's going on already understand also that they can make a life-changing fortune in this
business. What they done get is that the Crypto currencies are in plain view and people do not want
governments involved in every aspect of their financial affairs. It’s the Tax Hungry Jurisdictions that will
raise their ire but it will not be effective, they will find a way to create income from this stream.
The boom in crypto currency is just following the same scripts that play that over and over again in other
sectors see everyone follow the sequence in various stages first only be enthusiastic courageous enough to
invest in new trend they've got the disposable income.
Stage One,
Opportunist and first timer investors is the show called Smart Money jump in.
Stage Two,
Then finally the public triggers a pretty tricky and massive explosion in price.
Stage Three
The attention of governments and regulators, institutions begin to recognize the opportunity as it represents
a revenue stream for them, they will also enter into, Government Issued Crypto Currency, if you know how
to use this road map you could make an absolute fortune and to help you understand how this sequence
works it's very, very straightforward, in the 90s the boom and tech stocks, in 1994 anchors on NBC's today
said “What is the Internet anyway”? and while most people were dismissing technology is a flat by 1995
predictions were that every company need a website and so the tech boom from 1994 continued along all
the way up to a peak in 2000 I where it began to level off only Netscape went public in 1995 and people

outside of Silicon Valley start taking the Internet seriously. Crypto currencies are very similar in that we're at
the early stages of its adoption worldwide. We have seen these kinds of boom and level or boom bust occur
in real estate, in the stock market and in just about every market that there is available including the tulip
boom. There is a little known a Crypto Capital Markets. Crypto Coin Issuing. Treasury Management. Issuer
Services. gentleman like Brian Z from San Francisco back in 2010 he bought about 20,000 bitcoins with a
digital currency was trading at just over $15 that $3000 investment is not worth an astounding $85.9 million.
Now! is the opportunity to get into the industry as an issuer, for it is the issuers who manage the coin and
who are creating an environment for massive profits to be shared with people worldwide. This is an
international business opportunity with a magnitude and the ceiling which is almost infinite. Now is the time!
Do not allow your fears to hold you back from investing in this business and making a great success of it.
What is Blockchain.
A blockchain is essentially a distributed database. Imagine a spreadsheet that is duplicated thousands of
times across a network of computers. Then imagine that this network is designed to regularly update this
spreadsheet and you have a basic understanding of the blockchain.
Information held on a blockchain exists as a shared — and continually reconciled — database. This way of
using the network has a few obvious benefits. The blockchain database isn’t stored in any single location,
meaning the records it keeps are truly public and easily verifiable. There is no centralized version of
information or data for a hacker to corrupt. Because a blockchain is hosted by thousands or even millions of
computers simultaneously, its data is accessible to anyone on the internet. Blockchain technology is similar
to the internet in the sense that it has a built-in robustness. By storing blocks of information that are
identical across its network, the blockchain cannot be controlled by any single entity and it has no single
point of failure.
How do Block Chains Work?
A network of so-called computing “nodes” make up a blockchain. Let's use Bitcoin's blockchain as an
example.
Each node (a computer connected to the bitcoin network that verifies and relays transactions) gets a copy
of the Bitcoin blockchain, which gets downloaded automatically upon joining Bitcoin's blockchain network.
Every node on the network is an “administrator” of the blockchain, and joins the network voluntarily.
However, everyone on the network has an incentive for participating and following the rules of the network.
In Bitcoin's case, the reward for participation is the chance of winning Bitcoins.
What are some use cases of blockchain technology?
Crypto Capital Markets. Crypto Coin Issuing. Treasury Management. Issuer Services. The blockchain gives
internet users the ability to create value and authenticates digital information. There are countless possible
use cases for blockchain technology - most of which are just starting to be explored. Some of the most
notable use cases include:

Smart contracts
Distributed ledgers enable the coding of simple contracts that will execute when specified conditions are
met. Ethereum is an open source blockchain project that wa built specifically to realize this possibility.
Ethereum has the potential to leverage the usefulness of blockchains on a truly world-changing scale.
At the technology’s current level of development, smart contracts can be programmed to perform simple
functions. For instance, a derivative could be paid out when a financial instrument meets certain
benchmark, with the use of blockchain technology and Bitcoin enabling the payout to be automated.
The sharing economy
With companies like Uber and AirBnB flourishing, the sharing economy is already a proven success.
Currently, however, users who want to hail a ride-sharing service have to rely on an intermediary like Uber.
By enabling peer-to-peer payments, the blockchain opens the door to direct interaction between parties —
a truly decentralized sharing economy results.
An early example, OpenBazaar uses the blockchain to create a peer-to-peer eBay. Download the app onto
your computing device, and you can transact with OpenBazzar vendors without paying transaction fees.
The “no rules” ethos of the protocol means that personal reputation will be even more important to business
interactions than it currently is on eBay.
Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding initiatives like Kickstarter and Gofundme are doing the advance work for the emerging peerto-peer economy. The popularity of these sites suggests people want to have a direct say in product
development. Blockchains take this interest to the next level, potentially creating crowd-sourced venture
capital funds.
In 2016, one such experiment, the Ethereum-based DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization), raised
an astonishing $200 million USD in just over two months. Participants purchased “DAO tokens” allowing
them to vote on smart contract venture capital investments (voting power was proportionate to the number
of DAO they were Crypto Capital Markets. Crypto Coin Issuing. Treasury Management. Issuer Services.
holding). A subsequent hack of project funds proved that the project was launched without proper due
diligence, with disastrous consequences. Regardless, the DAO experiment suggests the blockchain has the
potential to usher in “a new paradigm of economic cooperation".
Prediction markets
The crowdsourcing of predictions on event probability is proven to have a high degree of accuracy.
Averaging opinions cancels out the unexamined biases that distort judgment. Prediction markets that
payout according to event outcomes are already active. Blockchains are a “wisdom of the crowd”
technology that will no doubt find other applications in the years to come.
Still in Beta, the prediction market application Augur makes share offerings on the outcome of real-world

events. Participants can earn money by buying into the correct prediction. The more shares purchased in
the correct outcome, the higher the payout will be. With a small commitment of funds (less than a dollar),
anyone can ask a question, create a market based on a predicted outcome, and collect half of all
transaction fees the market generates.
Our business model enables One World Coin for value storage. It enables aggregation of One World PKI
Certs encrypted at 512 and 1025 which will require 3 levels of security to open and retrieve.
Our Paper Currency Dematerialization Service means that cash money as we currently know it can be
converted to One World Crypto Coin, and One World Treasury PKI Cert.
Enabling holders of large quantities of cash to transform it to through Our Paper Shredding and Incineration
services.
One World Bancorp provides a comprehensive service that is an end to end solution for Crypto Currency
issuing, and Treasury Management Solutions for the 21st Century. Our services include the following.
One World Crypto Coin / aka Crypto Coin
Universality and Decentralization. Multi Currency which includes international currencies and crypto
currencies. The One World Coin concept built on the Etheurium Coin framework is proven and durable, it
incorporates the idea that is can be bought, sold Crypto Capital Markets. Crypto Coin Issuing. Treasury
Management. Issuer Services. and traded, it is not an investment, it is not Foreign Exchange – It is an
emulation – of equal – or greater value – it is an e-commerce transaction equivalent – It’s an ecommerce
tool – it enables buying power – similar to an SVC – Stored Value Card product - it can also be collected
and compressed into high value, One World Treasury / PKI Certificates.
One World Treasury Cert / PKI
Trade Finance The One World Treasury Cert / PKI ( Public Key Infrastructure ) cert is a High Value Crypto
Cert that is an aggregation f One World Coins valued and expressed in any currency with a base line in
United States Dollars. The One World Treasury PKI Cert will enable holders to aggregate to 1,000,000 and
up to enable server to server high value transactions. What this means is that there is no longer a need for
a bank, and no need for Swift and other wire transfer services.
PCDS = Paper Currency Dematerialization Service
The PCDS enables financial services companies and holders of large quantities of cash to dematerialize
their holdings into One World Crypto Coin and well as to aggregate to One World Treasury PKI Cert / One
World Coin. This eliminates the need to warehouse cash, to transport large quantities of cash and to pay for
security services to protect large cash holdings.
Bitcoin has opened the way, followed by Etherium and numerous other Crypto Currencies, with trading and
sales at nearly 1B US Monthly there is awareness and fear among established old world institutions that the
Crypto world is a threat to their established control of the financial realm. They are right to be concerned
because Crypto Currency and it’s related technologies is revolutionary and is a monumental sea change in

financial markets. Similar the way we saw LP records and recording tape technology in audio be replaced
by Itune’s. Because Crypto is stored value, it replaces the need for a Credit Card or Payment Card it’s just
another way to pay for things. The impact this will have in Capital Markets is huge. The financial industry
opportunity is a 100,000,000,000 opportunity and the One World Coin coupled with Treasury
Management Services that we offer will simply add to change everything. Crypto Capital Markets. Crypto
Coin Issuing. Treasury Management. Issuer Services.
Crypto Coin Mining
The company is in a unique position to establish crypto mining operations for the development of ongoing
revenue streams. Our studies have shown that significant revenues are available through the application
and operation of specialized computer hardware and software configuration.
Company Goals
The company is currently seeking investors for 2,500,000.00 to enable our launch and ICO. We expect to
issue 500,000,000 in CC. Funds will be utilized to perfect the Wallet with capabilities to Zip up larger
quantities of Value into CC Certs. These encrypted Certificates can hold larger quantities of value. In the
millions. In order to serve the needs of mid market transactions, applicable to real estate purchases, and or
larger acquisitions in the trade markets, IE Containers full of autos. Smart TV’s, consumer goods and the
like.
Our immediate intention is to attract private investors who will receive value in the equity of the company
and an allotment of CC.
25% Equity in the company’s private stock is available to investors at 2,500,000.00 via private placement /
partnership.
Our ICO will enable the sale of tokens at 1 to 1 in CC. The ICO is slated for March 2018.
For further information contact Mr. Joe Mann CEO
www.oneworldbancorp.com
info@oneworldbancorp.com
info@oneworldtreasury.com

